Colors by Anne Geddes

As a part of Anne Geddes’ Children’s Board Book Collection, Colors is an appealing, colorful, and informative board book perfect for pre-school babies and toddlers.

Anne Geddes’ bright, fun images coupled with simple, clear design and bold, vibrant colors help very young children come to learn the fundamental concept of colors. Showing solid colors alongside photographs that also represent the color cleverly reinforces the concept. Next to a solid pink page on which the word pink is written is a photo of a happy, smiling baby surrounded by pink roses. Anne Geddes’ unique and ever popular baby images make this a great, fun way to learn and a treat for baby and parent alike.

This book has been especially designed for the very young in mind with smooth rounded corners and printed on a sturdy board, small and compact perfect for little hands. A wonderful, safe learning tool designed to last.

Also available in the Anne Geddes Board Book Collection are 123, Animals, Opposites, Shapes, and Words.

My Personal Review:
This was a gift, not something that I thought would interest my child, BUT my 10 month old loves looking at the babies in this book. And having fun with books is a great beginning.
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